Get To Know a Rock!

There are many ways to get to know a rock, but at TreePeople we have a special way to find just the right rock, and then use our imagination to get to know our rock. Have fun!

Find your rock
Go on a rock hunt to find just the right rock:
- It should be small enough to fit in the palm of your hand.
- You’ll know it’s your rock because it will call your name!

Get to know your rock
Once you have found your rock, learn more about it:
- Feel your rock in your hand. Find the smooth parts. The rough parts. The bumps and dips.
- Place your rock in your hand and hold it out away from you. How many colors do you see?
- Hold your rock up close. How many colors do you see now!
- Pretend that you are really, really small, and your rock is an island. Where would you put your house if you lived there?
- Pretend your rock has eyes. Find them on your rock and show your rock around.
- Pretend your rock has ears. Find them on your rock and tell your rock something special.
- Think of a name for your rock.

Find your rock a home
When you are done getting to know your rock, find a special home for it so you can visit your rock whenever you want! A secret spot in your yard?

We want to share your rock!
Post to your social media and tag us at treepeople_org #greenquarantine
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